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Reflect…
• Interesting… 

• Made me wonder…… 

• I found challenging…. 

• I complete agree with… 

• I completely disagree with….



Participate…

1. Human bias, the foundation of racism, is hardwired 
into our brains. 

2. Racism, an extension of that bias, has been 
intentionally woven into our nation’s laws, 
institutions and policies, including our schools. 

3. In addressing that racism, creating anti-racist 
policies can increase equity faster than only 
working on hearts and minds.

Three Parts:



“School people, especially boards and heads, are really good at spinning words 
into fluffy fantasies of utopian worlds where they have “created diverse, inclusive 
communities,” “protected and empowered the most vulnerable” and “cultivated 
environments to unlock the richness of diversity.” Lofty sentences appear in 
glossy catalogues and websites and swaddle prospective parents and students of 
color at open houses. School heads create a nice mission statement, appoint a 
diversity committee and hire an equity and inclusion coordinator. Problem solved. 
And as often happens, people start to mistake the hype for reality. Sweet land of 
liberty, of thee we sing. Unfortunately, real life tends to occur in the shadows.”


Alden S. Blodget

School Leader, Researcher, Author


https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2020/06/22/often-ugly-reality-black-students-face-our-schools/?outputType=amp

Right now…



https://www.edweek.org/policy-politics/map-where-critical-race-theory-is-under-attack/2021/06



Part One: 
Human bias, the foundation of racism, is 

hardwired into our brains

Key Concept #1  
Your brain wants to survive



Negativity Bias: Threat Reactivity

• Thinking there IS a tiger in the bushes when there ISN’T one 
• Thinking there ISN’T a tiger in the bushes when there IS one 

We evolved to make the first mistake again and again and the 
second one never.

Two major types of mistakes:

Amygdala: 
Early Threat or Reward Processing

• Neural seat of implicit 
bias 

• Immediate reactions 

• Learned threat 

• Drives memory
Amygdala

Hippocampus



Key Concept #2 
Your brain seeks patterns and 

assigns values

Sometimes straightforward and neutral…



Sometimes not…

Key Concept #3 
Your brain works on autopilot



There’s Too Much Data!

11 million bits 
every moment

Coming at you...

40 
bits

Able to consciously 
process...

green
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green
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Cognitive Load

Stereotype threat 
Racial anxiety

Working Definition of “-isms”
 The brain automatically detects patterns and assigns values 

+ 
Stereotyping

+ 
Judgment and bias

+ 
Social/Institutional power

= 
-isms (racism, sexisim, classism, etc.)



Reflect!
• Interesting! 

• Made me wonder…… 

• I found challenging…. 

• I agree with… 

• I disagree with….

Part Two: 
Racism has been intentionally woven into 
our nation’s laws, institutions and policies, 

including our schools.



Participate…

US History: Progress and Backlash
Reconstruction (1863-1877) 

Civil Rights Act (1875) 
Jim Crow (1870’s - 1968) 
Civil Rights Cases (1883)  
Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) 
Wilmington Coup (1898) 
Brown v. Board (1956) 

Voting Rights Act (1965) 
Southern Strategy (mid-sixties - present) 

Repeal of Section 4 of VRA (2013) 
Voter Restrictions (2021)



“Y'all don't quote me on this. You start out in 1954 by saying, “N******, N******, 
N******.” By 1968 you can’t say “N******”—that hurts you, backfires. So you say 
stuff like, uh, forced busing, states’ rights, and all that stuff, and you’re getting 
so abstract. Now, you’re talking about cutting taxes, and all these things you’re 
talking about are totally economic things and a byproduct of them is, blacks get 
hurt worse than whites.… “We want to cut this,” is much more abstract than 
even the busing thing, uh, and a …. lot more abstract than “N******, N******.”


Lee Atwater 
Party Strategist, Reagan Campaign Deputy Director 
1981 Interview

Again, intentionality…

Current Voter Restriction Legislation



Implicit Bias Today

College Admissions and Activism 
Facial Features and Prison Sentences 

Resume Studies 
Loan Rejections 

Equity in Pay Raises

Meanwhile, in Independent 
Schools…



https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/education/wp/2016/03/29/the-overwhelming-whiteness-of-u-s-private-schools-in-six-maps-and-charts/?outputType=amp



https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/education/wp/2016/03/29/the-overwhelming-whiteness-of-u-s-private-schools-in-six-maps-and-charts/?outputType=amp

Participate…



black@[your school here]





Implicit Bias In Schools

Questioning Qualifications of People of Color 
Assertion as Aggression or Defiance 

Linguistic Diversity as Intellectual Deficit 
Disproportionate Disciplining of Student of Color 

Grading lower for non-white sounding names



Phew.

Reflect!
• I found interesting…. 

• Made me wonder…… 

• Made me feel…. 

• I found challenging…. 

• I complete agree with… 

• I completely disagree with….



Part Three: 
A policy approach creates equity faster 
(while you work on hearts and minds)

Diverse Schools are Stronger 
Schools

Students in integrated schools have  
• Stronger academic outcomes 

• Stronger critical thinking, problem solving, and creativity 

• Reduced racial bias and stereotypes 

• Improved students’ satisfaction and intellectual self-
confidence, and reduced anxiety 

• Students better prepared to succeed in a global economy 

• More productive, effective, and creative teams

https://tcf.org/content/report/how-racially-diverse-schools-and-classrooms-can-benefit-all-students/



https://hbr.org/2016/07/why-diversity-programs-fail



https://hbr.org/2016/07/why-diversity-programs-fail

Participate…



Counting and systematizing  
Identifying common ground 

Increased, meaningful, inter-group contact 
Improvement of decision making processes 

A Few General Interventions for Bias

Hiring 
Salary Equity 
Admissions 

Assessment and Grading 
Pedagogy, Curriculum, and Lesson Design 

Student Discipline 
Meetings 

Education of the Community

Domains to Consider



Hiring
• Identify desired competencies ahead of time and agree upon 

structured questions for interviews that everyone uses.  

• Analyze for gateway bias. Identify organizations that promote 
alternative pipelines (Breakthrough Collaborative, HBCUs, IRT 
(Institute for Recruitment of Teachers), women’s colleges and 
leadership cohorts, etc.). 

• Examine the language and images of your websites, social 
media, job descriptions, etc. - whom does it invite or 
discourage?  Is your commitment to diversity visible?

Salary Equity
• Make the salary scale of structure transparent. 

• Conduct  a salary audit by identity/experience 

• Evaluate what you give experience credit for. Are there 
alternative paths or experiences that should be included?



Admissions

• Create a list of objective criteria that is applied to all students, 
ensure interview and essay questions draw out those criteria, 
and use rubrics to assess their meeting/not meeting those 
criteria. 

• Withhold photographs, names, age and other identifiers of 
race or geographic location from the admissions committee 
until after a decision is reached. 

• Examine the makeup of your admissions committee, add DEI 
Director.

Curriculum and Pedagogy
• Audit curriculum for inclusivity. 

• How many perspectives on historical events are represented? 

• What key figures and experts are elevated in the various 
subjects? 

• Evaluate book collections and classroom readings for 
“windows and mirrors” (Emily Style).



Assessment and Grading
• Design rubrics and point systems that have objective and 

observable evidence as criteria. 

• Provide students exemplars for a range of successful 
approaches to assignments. 

• Hide student names when you grade.

Discipline
• Actively teach SEL and anti-bias strategies to minimize 

student misbehavior. 

• Collect data - do the disciplinary cases reflect the distribution 
of the general population?  If not, who is over or 
underrepresented? 

• Write clear policy about what constitutes a violation of 
behavioral standards and clearly communicate to parents and 
students.



Meetings
• Create community norms 

• Who speaks?  Who takes the majority of the airtime? 

• Are similar ideas ignored when it comes from one person and 
seen as a great idea when it comes from someone else? 

• Who interrupted?  Who was interrupted? 

• Is gregariousness or talkativeness rewarded over 
deliberateness and quiet reflection?

Hiring 
Salary Equity 
Admissions 

Assessment and Grading 
Pedagogy, Curriculum, and Lesson Design 

Student Discipline 
Meetings 

Education of the Community

Your Diversity Task Force…
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